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First and foremost, all of us at Osborne Partners really enjoy working with and for you. Whether you 

have been with us for a few months, years, or decades, we appreciate every one of you and your  

continued support. Before you dig into our Quarterly Wealth Report, we do want to mention that not all 

news is “doom-and-gloom”, and that in the end, we will get through this together. There have been some 

great environmental impacts due to the world sheltering in place – the canals in Venice are crystal clear, 

Mount Everest can be seen from India for the first time in almost 30 years due to the reduction in air 

pollution, and the wildlife is thriving in Yosemite National Park. It seems that everyone now knows how 

to bake bread from scratch at home! Connecting with your neighbors, family and friends, and  

helping those in need in the community have taken priority and made us a little closer. The world is  

seeing that shelter in place works as certain cities, states and countries show a flattening of the curve 

and are starting to devise plans on how to slowly return to a new type of normal. Additionally, the U.S. 

Fed is instituting a massive stimulus program into the economy. 

For over 80 years, Osborne Partners has seen markets rise and fall, and our job is to help navigate you 

through difficult and emotional periods. If you have any questions about your portfolio, please contact 

us. And aside from your portfolio, if you have any questions in general, need help, or just want to catch 

up and chat, we are here for you as well. We wish you all to stay healthy and safe in these  

unprecedented times.  
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 After a strong 2019, 2020 appeared to be a promising year.  Unemployment was at a 

record low, and wages were growing at a faster pace than almost any other time during the 

decade long economic expansion.  Interest rates were low, consumer credit showed little 

signs of stress, and the consumer was financially healthy.  2020 was set to be the year the 

manufacturing sector rebounded as much of the trade war risk had passed.  Most areas of 

the economy were poised to perform well, spurring corporate earnings higher, and           

enabling equity markets to grow into their valuations, which were higher on an absolute 

basis, but reasonable when adjusted for low interest rates and inflation.   

 Then what started as a mysterious virus outbreak in an industrial city in central  

China, quickly changed 2020’s optimism.  The virus, later discovered to be a coronavirus, 

the same type as SARS and MERS, spread through Asia, then Europe, and suddenly 2020 

was the year of the pandemic. 

 Global equity markets sold off in a straight line.  Equities fell over 34% in 23 days – a 

pace that was faster and deeper than any other bear market including the Crash of 1987.   
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The Sentiment Virus  

By: Justin W. McNichols, CFA 

In this article:  How does this bear market compare to others? How does our team 

analyze opportunities in this uncertain time? Why it’s so important to avoid the 

“sentiment virus”. 

Source: GSAM 
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In this article:  Consumer confidence is rising, but whether it will propel     spend-

ing is a question.  

 As shown below, the 36% crash ranked this bear market as the fifth worst in 100 

years.  The volatility index (VIX) spiked to over 80, essentially equating to an average stock 

market move of 4%...per day.  Index and equity option Put/Call ratios ramped as investors 

rushed to buy puts to hedge or profit from further downside. Toward the recent S&P 500 

low of 2193, money market cash levels exploded as investors panicked out of markets.  The 

panic bled into the fixed income markets as the yield spread between junk bonds and U.S. 

Treasuries widened from about 3.5% to over 10% - meaning junk bonds were yielding over 

10% more than U.S. Treasuries.  Even high quality corporate bond spreads widened. 

 Quickly the market consensus became the following:  The pandemic will cause a   

major recession, and most likely our first depression in 90 years.  The economy will       

completely shut down for 2020, unemployment will rise to 20-30%, corporate earnings will 

plummet, and a large number of companies will be forced to file for bankruptcy.  Once the 

pandemic passes in a year, the economic rebound will be very slow because of the massive 

number of bankruptcies, and it will take months or years for consumers to board a plane, 

eat in a restaurant, visit a casino, or attend a sporting event.  So, equity markets will make a 

low that is far lower than the recent S&P 500 2193 level.  In fact, the math is easy – if  

earnings fall by 50% and you use the same price-to-earnings trough as the 2007-2009 

Great Recession, the S&P 500 will trade well under 1000.  Does this narrative sound  

familiar? 
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 Capital markets enjoy good news.  In some ways capital markets are not overly  

bothered by bad news.  Once the bad news is presented, it can be quantified, valued, and 

priced, in most cases fairly quickly.  What markets disdain is uncertainty.  Uncertainty      

removes the ability to calculate an outcome with a level of confidence.  When this occurs, 

emotions overtake logic, and the uncertain outcome is negatively extrapolated. This        

continues until the consensus belief lies somewhere between a dire outcome and a nearly 

impossible negative outcome.   

 The 1972-1974 recession had one of the worst economic combinations imaginable – 

stagflation (inflation and negative economic growth), rising unemployment, high interest 

rates, and increased competition from developing countries in our manufacturing segment.  

The consensus was our manufacturing side was finished, consumers would be unable to 

buy necessities, and this combination should lead to a depression.  Plus the Nifty Fifty 

stocks that everyone was crammed into were extremely expensive and falling fast.    

Wealthier consumers would be permanently hurt from the Nifty Fifty implosion.                

Ultimately, markets bottomed at the depths of pessimism, well before the recession was 

over. 

 The 2000-2002 recession was interesting because the fear level was low during the 

first half of the bear market.  The common explanation was – tech, biotech, internet,          

telecom, and all of the IPO stocks traded to ridiculous levels, and of course they should all 

fall by 90%.  But that is only a small part of the economy.  However, once the bubble-

derived weakness started to spread, people became a little more worried.  Then 9/11/2001 

happened.  Suddenly the consensus shifted, and uncertainty was high.  The new consensus 

was 9/11 caused a moderate recession to become a major recession.  Consumers would no 

longer fly in planes, eat in restaurants, or appear at events with a large number of people.  

Commercial buildings were dangerous, and more employees would work from home.  After 

trading at an exorbitant P/E of about 30 at the 2000 peak, entering 2002, the S&P 500 sat at 

a P/E of about 22 times next 12 months earnings, even after falling 37% from the 2000 high 

by the fall of 2001.  The year 2002 corrected the overvaluation, and markets bottomed    

prior to the recession ending.  More importantly, most of the negatively extrapolated      

consensus was inevitably incorrect. 
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 The late 2007 to early 2009 recession arguably had the most uncertainty and highest 

probability of a depression of any recession.  A financial crisis throughout the globe, along 

with an unprecedented credit and housing crisis domestically caused major uncertainty.  At 

the time of the economic peak, U.S. consumer spending accounted for over 70% of our     

economy, while private investment was another 20%.  As the recession accelerated, the  

prevailing consensus was the immense debt and credit bubble would take as many as ten 

years to repair.  Much of the financial system would be permanently impaired, with many 

companies in finance and consumer discretionary sectors filing for bankruptcy.  With      

consumer spending and private investment representing 90% of the economy, it should  

easily take 5-10 years to repair the consumer, financial system, and the economy.  Many 

were talking about the S&P 500 trading to 500.  In fact, when the S&P 500 bottomed at 666 

on March 9, 2009, a high number of people felt markets were not near a low since S&P 500 

earnings would probably bottom in the next year at $40 or $45 per share – meaning equity 

markets were still trading around 16 times earnings.  Markets ended up bottoming many 

months  before the deep trough of the recession. 

 The 2020 recession comes with a new set of uncertainties. So what strategy should 

be used in these extreme periods?  On the surface, it sounds easy – sell everything, sit in 

cash, then enter the market once the recession ends.  Is that a prudent strategy?  Does 

The Sentiment Virus  

Source: OPCM, FactSet 
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someone sound a siren when the recession is over?  Are markets coincidental to economic 

activity?  Well, the answer is ‘no’ to each question. 

 Our Investment Team has a saying, “the most money is made when the outlook      

improves from dire to just bad”.  Coincidentally, when you purchase a high quality              

investment during a dire environment, you are also purchasing at a more attractive  

risk/reward and lower point of absolute risk.  Why is this true?  One of the most difficult 

parts to successful investing is the notion that investments are priced on their prospective 

fundamentals six to twelve months in advance.  This is the reason some highflying  

companies release great quarterly earnings and fall 10% the next day or a company that has 

underperformed for a lengthy period releases atrocious earnings and the stock rises 10% 

the next day.  How does this work with recessions and equity markets? 

 In the table below, we show every recession over the past 80 years.  The four  

columns show when the S&P 500 bottomed, when the recession ended, how many months 

in advance did markets bottom, and importantly how far did the S&P 500 rise before the 

recession ended. 

 The results are surprising.  On average for the last 80 years, the S&P 500 bottomed 

six months prior to the recession bottom, and was up nearly 30% before the recession  
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ended.  If we consider 2020 one of the worst recessions, and extract the four worst  

recessions from the list, the S&P 500 bottomed eight months in advance and appreciated 

35% prior to the end of the recession.      

 What have we learned so far?  Global shocks are very damaging to capital markets.  

Global shocks that cause recessions are worse.  Recessions with a high level of uncertainty 

are the worst kind, since fear and panic can extrapolate the consensus to an unprecedented 

and extreme negative outcome.  Equity markets price in positive and negative news well in 

advance, which makes market timing and waiting for economic inflection points a futile and 

nearly impossible task. 

 How does our Investment Team manage your portfolio in uncertain environments?  

The problem with uncertain times is although almost every company trades down 30%, 

40%, 50%, or more, deciphering shorter term earnings is difficult.  Here is how our team 

screens and analyzes prospective investments today.  The process commonly results in 

working on a particular idea for 50 hours or more.  Since valuations usually do not stay at 

extreme levels for long, the 50+ hours sometimes needs to occur in a short period.   

 We use our time-tested four part process, but are customizing it for the uncertain 

pandemic.  First, on a fundamental basis, we screen for companies that are either mostly 

unaffected by the virus, or in essential businesses, or will temporarily be affected from the 

virus, or had major positive long-term tailwinds just prior to the pandemic.  Next we  

deconstruct the balance sheet.   We isolate companies with either no net debt or a low net 

debt to EBITDA ratio.  The company must have excess liquidity and ideally a small amount 

to no debt maturing over the next year.  We are typically stripping the balance sheet by  

removing intangibles to analyze financial health.  Now importantly, we stress test the  

company income statement by assuming a major recession similar to 2007-2009.  Finally, 

we examine valuation.  We are not looking for companies trading at multi-year lows, but 

more like valuations at recession lows.  On a risk/reward basis, we ideally are purchasing 

these companies at a minimum of 3-to-1 upside-to-downside and no more than 15%  

absolute downside – which we know can be temporarily pierced in panic induced  

capitulation situations. 

The Sentiment Virus  
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 As most of you who have been clients for years know, our main data point in  

investment analysis revolves around risk.  If we can reduce realistic downside to a low 

amount, the upside will take care of itself when the environment normalizes. Plus, the most 

money will be made simply when the environment shifts from dire to just bad.  For those of 

you who joined Osborne Partners more recently, we want you to be confident that our  

inflated cash levels coming into 2020, and our subsequent methodical lowering of cash  

levels during this panic follow a strict discipline.  Every purchase made in your portfolio 

goes through the rigorous process that was just detailed. 

 While U.S. equities have fallen steeply, we are uncovering some incredible  

opportunities in other asset classes like foreign equities and real estate securities.  We feel 

many of our new purchases have more long-term promise than many of the new purchases 

we were making in the depths of the 2009 recession.  

 The key is to be diligent, methodical, unemotional, and patient.  This means being 

able to stomach intermediate-term volatility and further short-term downside for the  

trade-off of future outperformance when inevitably the environment begins the process of 

normalizing.  The goal is to stay safe and avoid catching the negative sentiment virus. 
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 In recent weeks as financial markets reeled in response to ongoing coronavirus 

headlines, few asset classes were spared. Even parts of investment grade Fixed Income, the 

asset class intended to act as a buffer to more risky asset classes, saw stress. Aside from 

cash and some areas of Fixed Income, there weren’t many places investors could hide. Real 

Estate, an asset class that can be particularly sensitive to changes in economic activity, 

fared worse than most. From February 21th until March 23rd, U.S. REITs were down  

approximately 44%. This decline marked the third worst sell off in history with the other 

two occurring in the midst of the 2008-2009 financial crisis. In the wake of the recent  

decline, we are now seeing more attractive opportunities in Real Estate than any point in 

the past decade. In this article, we will take a look at how our team has managed Real  

Estate in recent years; explore what the post-coronavirus landscape may look like for the 

asset class and take a closer look at the opportunities that have emerged. 

 Investments within the Real Estate asset class typically fall into one of two broad 

buckets: U.S. & International REITs (real estate investment trusts, entities that own  

physical real estate and carry tax advantaged status) or traditional corporations involved 

in one or more areas of real estate (homebuilders, real estate brokers, etc). Both types of 

assets are sensitive to interest rates and the general level of economic activity. When  

interest rates are low, consumers and companies benefit from cheaper mortgage rates 

(benefiting homebuilders and real estate brokers), and REITs typically draw more interest 

from investors attracted to the relatively higher yields that most offer. Over the past  

decade, a period marked by low interest rates across the globe, REITs have been amongst 

the best performing asset classes, second only to large cap U.S. equities. While pleased with 

the stellar performance, it has made for a very challenging environment to find new  

investments that trade at attractive valuations. As such, up until just recently, changes to 

the asset class more often involved sales than buys.  

Real Estate: Opportunity Amidst the Chaos 

By: Jay Skaalen, CFA 

In this article:  U.S. REITs fell over 40% over the course of roughly one month. Any 

time such a dramatic selloff occurs in such a short period of time, there always 

exists a fair amount of capitulation, panic and ultimately, investment  

opportunities that come about very, very rarely. 
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Real Estate: Opportunity Amidst the Chaos 

Long Term Relationship Between U.S. REITs and Interest Rates 

 Much of the recent debate surrounding COVID-19 and the economy has been how 

soon can we re-open? There is speculation it could be as early as a few weeks while other 

say it could be months, but regardless of when it happens, there will be fundamental  

differences in the pre and post COVID-19 economy. Unfortunately, unemployment is  

expected to be markedly higher and chances are that we will see a more cautious consumer, 

at least initially. This will weigh on real estate sectors like lodging, gaming and malls.  

Companies operating with fewer employees or employees more inclined to work from home 

could dampen demand for office space, which could weigh on REITs which own office  

buildings. But all of the changes won’t be negative –some sectors could emerge relatively 

unscathed or on even better footing than before. One of the early trends resulting from the 

pandemic has been a surge in internet traffic as individuals cooped up at home increase 

their social media activity, online shopping and video chats. This is likely to benefit REITs 

that own data center infrastructure. REITs that own real estate involved with healthcare 

services, storage, and other essential service buildings may also fare better than most. Given 

the varied impact COVID-19 will have on various sectors, being selective and paying  

attention to valuations will be imperative.    
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 As already mentioned, U.S. REITs fell over 40% over the course of roughly one 

month. Any time such a dramatic selloff occurs in such a short period of time, there always 

exists a fair amount of capitulation, panic and ultimately, investment opportunities that 

come about very, very rarely. So far the opportunities that we are seeing exist in one of two 

forms: companies that are likely to be directly impacted by COVID-19 but markets have 

been overly punitive to the stock, OR companies that are unlikely to see much of an impact 

but have still sold off a meaningful amount. We are seeing opportunities across many  

sectors and industries as markets still try to sort out which industries will be impacted and 

to what extent. Another reason we find the opportunities within Real Estate particularly  

attractive now is due to what has happened to interest rates. After starting the year slightly 

under 2%, the 10-Year U.S. Treasury yield dipped below 0.5% in mid-March, marking an  

all-time low. The implications for the Real Estate asset class could be meaningful. With  

interest rates low, consumers will look to take advantage by taking out cheap mortgages, 

potentially helping the residential real estate market. Additionally, REITs are highly  

dependent on issuing debt and equity to fund their growth. As equity markets recover and 

assuming interest rates stay low, REITs will have a cheap source of capital to buy or build 

new properties, all while continuing to offer attractive yields.  

 On several occasions in recent years, the investment team has been asked why we 

don’t have higher allocations to our Real Estate asset class. After all, it had been one of the 

better performing asset classes. One common response was that valuations had crept up to 

levels that were far too demanding given the stable but relatively unimpressive underlying 

fundamentals. In order for our team to allocate cash towards a new investment in Real  

Estate or any asset class, it needs to offer a compelling risk/reward. While it has been  

challenging to find such opportunities in recent years, conditions have changed quickly and 

we have become more enthusiastic about the opportunity set in front of us.  Our fantastic 

team of Portfolio Counselors, as well as the Investment Team, look forward to sharing more 

with you soon.   

Real Estate: Opportunity Amidst the Chaos 
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 During the worst first quarter in 124 years for equities, credit markets were not  

immune to the unprecedented volatility in capital markets due to the coronavirus outbreak. 

With a yield of 1.92% at the beginning of the year, the benchmark 10-year U.S. Treasury 

bond ended the first quarter at 0.70% - a stunning 64% drop. 10-year Treasuries yielded a 

record closing low 0.54% (after briefly touching 0.318% in overnight trading) in the depths 

of the panic selling in equity markets on March 9th, followed by a spike to 1.12% only 10 

days later as investors panicked out of Treasuries along with risk assets. Investors then 

moved back into Treasuries as the quarter came to a close and markets settled down a bit.  

 High-yield or junk bonds were the focus of much press during the quarter. Given 

their low credit quality, investors sold these bonds en masse due to concerns about the  

ability for companies issuing these bonds to survive the inevitable economic contraction 

from the abrupt halt of the U.S. and global economies. The Option-Adjusted Spread (OAS) for 

high-yield bonds (a more accurate measure versus simply comparing the Yield-to-Maturity) 

versus Treasuries widened dramatically beginning in mid-February, as fears began to grow 

about the coronavirus contagion. Given the inverse relationship between bond yields and 

prices, high-yield bond prices (and corporate bond prices generally) plummeted, while rates 

spiked. 

 As corporate bonds sold off and liquidity began to dry up, the Federal Reserve 

stepped in with two interest rate cuts – the most recent being an emergency cut on Sunday, 

March 15th to a range of 0-0.25% for the Fed Funds rate. The Fed also announced a $700 

billion quantitative easing program at the same time, indicating they would begin buying 

nearly all types of credit instruments to maintain liquidity in credit markets in response to 

the growing threat from the coronavirus on the U.S. economy. Neel Kashkari, the President 

of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis (who I know well as he was a prep school  

classmate of mine), was quoted on 60 Minutes on Sunday, March 15th as saying “There is no 

Credit Markets: Unprecedented Volatility  

By: Charles Else 

In this article:  Credit markets were not immune to the unprecedented volatility 

in capital markets due to the coronavirus outbreak. 
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end to [the Fed’s] ability to do that”- he was referring to continuing to flood the system with 

cash.  

 Where appropriate, we took advantage of this volatility to add exposure to corporate 

bonds, in the form of convertible bonds. Convertible bonds are corporate bonds that can be 

converted into a set number of shares of the issuing company’s common stock. With both 

bond and stock prices under pressure, we saw this as an opportunity to put some portfolio 

cash to work at significantly discounted prices, without taking the full risk of buying stock. 

 As the coronavirus contagion continues, we expect to see continued volatility in the 

credit and equity markets. It is during times of volatility like this, for investors with  

reasonable time horizons, that we are able to make investments with extremely attractive 

return/risk profiles. We believe these purchases made during panicked times will perform 

very well over the next couple of years. 

Source: Bankrate.com 

Source: Wall Street Journal 

Credit Markets: Unprecedented Volatility  
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 In response to the COVID-19 global pandemic, Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid, 

Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES) on March 27th, 2020, a $2 trillion stimulus  

package – the largest in history. More than anything, this is truly a rescue package chalk full 

of provisions to help support individual Americans, small businesses, large corporations, 

and, ultimately the entire economy as we find ourselves sheltering-in-place to help stop the 

spread of the disease. Here, we highlight some of the key provisions in the Act that are most 

likely to impact you and your families.  

Recovery Rebates 

 The most anticipated feature of the stimulus package is the cash payment the  

government is handing out to many people. Yes, this is literally free money, but there are 

income limitations to qualify for receiving these recovery rebates. Calculated based on  

Adjusted Gross Income (AGI), individuals earning less than $75,000, Head of Households 

earning less than $112,500, and married couples earning less than $150,000 are eligible to 

receive the maximum payment of $1,200 per adult individual + $500 per child under 17. If 

your AGI is higher than these thresholds, the rebate will decrease by $5 for every $100 of 

income above the threshold. Therefore, the highest AGI you can have to still qualify to  

receive some amount of cash will essentially depend on how many (qualifying) children you 

have.  

 One tricky nuance to the AGI thresholds is that they will ultimately be based on your 

2020 income. However, since you obviously won’t know your 2020 income until the year is 

over, Uncle Sam will be using your 2019 tax return (if filed) or 2018 tax return as the basis 

to determine whether you qualify for the money. However, if you did not qualify for the  

rebate based on prior year income but your 2020 income is affected this year in such a way 

that it lowers your AGI to a level where you would have qualified, the good news is that you 

will eventually receive these payments, they just won’t get to you in time to help with  

current cash flow needs.  

The CARES Act 

By: Lia Whisler, CFP®, AIF®  

In this article: Highlights of the $2 trillion stimulus package and the key  

provisions in the Act that are most likely to impact you and your families.  
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Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) Waiver 

 While the recovery rebates will only be available to those who qualify, the RMD 

waiver provision is available to all who were required to take a minimum distribution in 

2020. That is, if you have been, or were slated to begin, taking a Required Minimum  

Distribution from your retirement accounts this year, that requirement is being completely 

waived for 2020, no strings attached (as was the case in 2009). As RMDs are calculated 

based on prior year-end values, and most IRAs/401(k)s have declined in value since 

12/31/2019, and no one wants to be forced to sell investments that may have lost value, 

this waiver provides relief to many individuals. Moreover, this waiver covers all  

distributions that were slated for 2020 so, if you reached RMD age last year but deferred 

your first-year distribution to 2020, you will not be required to take either the 2019 or the 

2020 distribution! If you have recurring monthly or quarterly distributions on these  

accounts you’d like to stop, please contact us. If you’ve already taken your 2020 RMD and 

hope to reverse it, we’ll be in touch with you as more information comes out regarding the 

possibility of rolling over these distributions.  

Retirement Plan Withdrawals 

 For those who are unfortunately directly affected by COVID-19, whether being  

diagnosed with the virus, having a spouse or dependent diagnosed with the virus, or facing 

financial hardship due to a change in employment because of the virus (being quarantined, 

laid off, reduced work hours, inability to find child care, or owning a business that has been 

forced to close or reduce work hours), the CARES Act allows up to $100,000 to be  

distributed from both IRAs and/or employer-sponsored retirement plans. These  

distributions are exempt from the 10% early withdrawal penalty and they are not subject 

to mandatory tax-withholding if they are coming from an employer-sponsored plan.  

Additionally, while the distribution will still count towards taxable income, it will be split 

evenly over the next three years thus easing the burden. However, if you find yourself with 

significantly lower taxable income this year due to these extenuating circumstances, it is 

possible to claim the entirety of this distribution in 2020. Moreover, you also have the  

option to roll all or part of the distribution back into the IRA at any time until 3 years after 

the distribution took place. Finally, if this distribution is coming from an employer  

The CARES Act 
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The CARES Act 

sponsored plan in the form of a loan, 100% of the vested balance can be used for the loan, 

and any payments are deferred for up to one year.  

Charitable Giving 

 This global pandemic has affected all of our lives in one way or another. For those 

that wish to give back to the community during this difficult time, the CARES Act also  

provides some options to optimize your charitable giving (for any charitable purpose, not 

just contributions to charities related to the COVID-19 crisis). If you take the standard  

deduction on your taxes, you have the ability to take a $300 above-the-line deduction for 

qualified charitable contributions up to that amount. And, if you instead itemize your taxes, 

the CARES Act increases the AGI limit for cash contributions from 60% to 100% of income, 

with the ability to carry forward for up to 5 years any amount contributed over that limit. 

Subsequently, it is possible to reduce your tax liability to zero for the year through  

charitable contributions! However, it is important to note that Donor Advised Funds are not 

considered qualified contributions. Regardless, this does provide a wonderful planning  

opportunity if you are charitably inclined. 

Unemployment 

 Employment had risen for a record 113 straight months before the COVID-19  

pandemic. With most businesses on pause and with shelter-in-place orders, many  

Americans have found themselves unemployed. A record 22 million people nationwide  

applied for unemployment benefits in four weeks (last two weeks of March and first two 

weeks of April). If you compare those claims to the 151 million people on payrolls in the last 

monthly employment report, that means the U.S. has lost about 15% of the workforce in 

four weeks. The CARES Act helps these individuals by not only expanding the availability of  

unemployment benefits to now cover self-employed individuals, independent contractors, 

and part-time workers, but also increasing state benefits by $600, extending unemployment 

benefits by 13 weeks, and covering the first week of unemployment as well.  
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Small Business Support 

 Small businesses are the backbone of the country, and they are also some of the 

businesses being hit hardest by the shelter-in-place orders. The CARES Act provides  

substantial support to these businesses by offering them loans to help cover various  

qualified expenses. The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) authorizes up to $349 billion in 

forgivable loans to small business to retain and pay their employees during the COVID-19 

crisis. Small businesses (including sole proprietors and self-employed individuals) and Non

-Profits with less than 500 employees qualify for the program and they are eligible to  

receive up to $10 million or 2.5x Average Monthly Payroll Expenses for the prior fiscal year, 

whichever is less.  Any amount equating to 8 weeks of payroll costs will be forgivable and 

loan proceeds may be forgiven if used for qualified expenses during an 8-week period  

between 2/15/2020 and 6/30/2020 including, wages and compensation, federal medical 

leave expenses, interest payments on mortgages, lease rent payments, and utilities (no 

more than 25% is to be used for non-payroll costs). These loans do not have any personal 

guaranty requirement, no collateral requirements, and the interest rates will be 1%. Loan 

payments will be deferred for six months, there is no loan fee and no prepayment fee, and if 

not 100% forgiven the loan is due in two years. If your business is interested and qualifies 

for the PPP, it’s recommended to apply immediately as the funding cap will most certainly 

be met before the program closes on June 30th (visit sba.gov for more information).  

 In addition to loans, small businesses are also eligible to receive an employee  

retention credit equal to 50% of the employees’ wages up to a maximum of $10,000 if their 

business was interrupted due to COVID-19 and experienced at least a 50% reduction in  

revenue for a given quarter when compared to that quarter’s revenue in 2019. Small  

businesses can also defer payroll taxes by splitting them evenly between 2021 and 2022 

and net operating losses for 2018, 2019, or 2020 can now be carried back up to 5 years and 

can now offset up to 100% of taxable income. Finally, the amount of interest small  

businesses can deduct is temporarily increased to 50% of earnings.   

The CARES Act 
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Other Provisions 

 Another provision of the CARES Act that is important to note is the help to those with 

student debt. The act suspends all payments on federal student loans through September 

30th of this year, and, most importantly, the Act also suspends all interest from accruing on 

those loans until that time as well.  

 Finally, as COVID-19 is ultimately a public health crisis, the CARES Act also includes a 

few health-related benefits. Private insurance companies are required to cover treatment 

and vaccinations for the disease (when available) and testing for COVID-19 will be free for 

all.  

 There’s a lot of information to digest in the CARES Act, not to mention the  

ever-evolving news as pieces are clarified. Much of the impact the provisions will have on 

you, your family, and potentially your business are dependent on your particular situation. 

This is why we, your Portfolio Counselors, are here for you as a resource and we look  

forward to continuing the conversation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC as of the date of the material and is subject 

to change without notice.  None of the data presented herein constitutes a recommendation or solicitation to invest in any particular invest-

ment strategy and should not be relied upon in making an investment decision.  There is no guarantee that the investment strategies pre-

sented herein will work under all market conditions and investors should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term. Each investor 

should select asset classes for investment based on his/her own goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. The information contained in this 

report is for information purposes only and should not be deemed investment advice.  Although information has been obtained from and is 

based upon sources Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and the infor-

mation may be incomplete or condensed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Inherent in any investment is the possibility of 

loss.  Osborne Partners Capital Management, LLC does not provide tax or legal advice. Please consult with your tax and legal advisors re-

garding your personal circumstances. Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®, CERTIFIED 

FINANCIAL PLANNER™ and federally registered CFP (with flame design) in the U.S., which it awards to individuals who successfully complete 

CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements. 
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Unemployment is due to spike while GDP plummets in the months ahead. 
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